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2 Institute of Astronomy, Russian Aademy of Sienes, Mosowdanvasan�spae.bas.bg1, dkononov�inasan.ru2(Submitted on 28.01.2012 Aepted on 08.02.2012)Abstrat. In this paper we present the idea of applying of numerial odes, partiularlyof the ZEUS, for the study of transient proesses in the lose binary stars during theinteration. As a transient proesses they ould be long- and short-lived and we take intoonsideration both of them in our survey, as we explained their behavior and onnetionwith tidal in�uene in the binary on�guration. Basi features of the ode are revealed.Using the hydrodynamial possibilities of ZEUS 2D and applying our hydrodynamialsystem of examination, we show what kind of possible results we an derive. This solutiongives the initial distribution of the wave after tidally �ow of the matter through the ontatpoint of the binary. It is ompared to the results obtained with reently employed odes,the ability of working with ZEUS and other numerial odes apabilities to �nd out themost suitable ode or their ombination and to make the problem solvable.Key words: Aretion, aretion disks; Hydrodynamis; Waves; Methods: numerial;(Stars:) binaries: lose;IntrodutionIn the ontext of transient proesses in stars, they an be de�ned as a short-lived and long-lived. And they both exist in the binary on�guration. It isimportant to study the behavior of these patterns, beause of their role for thestability of the existene of the whole struture of the dis around aretorstar. Short-lived proesses are not new as a de�nition. It has been used indi�erent areas of astronomy researh. Short-lived is usually assoiated withthe bursts in CV binaries and they ause a signi�ant variability in the system.In the ontext of long-lived we inlude the strutures like: spirals, spiral'swaves, density formations, vorties, whih are well studied in the literature.J. A. Sellwood (2011) gives omplete analysis of the lifetimes of spiralpatterns in dis galaxies. In his paper he presented some theoretial andobservational evidene for short- and long-lived behavior of spirals in thediss. The software with numerial odes, whih we have been using are note�ient any more for the disussed proesses. That is why it is neessary toinlude in our researh additional odes and methods. One of the possibilitieswe present in this paper is using the ZEUS 2D (as we are using here only thisversion, further we refer to it as ZEUS) ode in the gas-dynamial proessesof formation of the above patterns.Although ZEUS is an old ode, several features make it partiularly wellsuited for astrophysial �uid dynamis (Stone & Norman 1992). This ode istime-expliit, based on the method of �nite-di�erenes. The �rst ode formallynamed ZEUS was developed by David Clarke (Clarke 1988; Clarke et al. 1986)for MHD simulations of radio jets. ZEUS solves the gas dynami equationson a staggered mesh using high-order upwind methods to solve the advetionBulgarian Astronomial Journal 18(1), 2012



Numerial odes and transient proesses in white dwarf binaries 41terms, and an arti�ial visosity to apture shoks. Covariant di�ereningforms are used to allow omputation on any orthogonal oordinate system(Monhmeyer & Muller 1989). Both two- and three-dimensional versions areavailable, and the ode has been implemented on arhitetures ranging fromdesktop workstations to distributed memory parallel superomputers.The ode is widely used, well doumented in the literature (Stone & Nor-man 1992a), (Stone & Norman 1992b), extensively tested (Stone et all. 1992),Fromang and Papaloizou (2007) have derived and solved a simple ODE, asthey applied �nite di�erene odes suh as ZEUS, whih desribes the stru-ture of nonlinear density waves propagating in aretion disks. Suh an anal-ysis is important for understanding the properties, stability and dissipation ofwaves that propagate in diss in many situations: tidal exitation by a om-panion, waves generated by the disk self-gravity when it is massive enoughor even waves generated by MHD turbulene resulting from the MRI. Usingthese simulations, they ould study the nonlinear evolution of the instability.In the paper of Fernandez (2010), the non-axisymmetri modes were studiedby ombining linear stability analysis and three-dimensional, time-dependenthydrodynami simulations with Zeus-MP, fousing on haraterizing theirspatial struture and angular momentum ontent. In this paper they havestudied the spiral modes of the Standing Aretion Shok Instability in thelinear and nonlinear regime. Bate et al. (2002) analysed the non-linear prop-agation and dissipation of axisymmetri waves in aretion diss using theZEUS-2D hydrodynamis ode.Johnson and Gammie (2005) applied ZEUS ode on the study of vortiesin thin, ompressible, unmagnetized diss. They onsidered the formation andevolution of vorties in a hydrodynami shearing-sheet model. The evolutionwas done numerially using a version of the ZEUS ode and this showed thatthe presene of long-lived vorties in weakly ionized disks may be an inte-gral part of the angular momentum transport mehanism in these systems.Like many shemes for numerial hydrodynamis, ZEUS an tolerate only alimited dynami range in density. The numerial method of MKinney andGammie (MKinney and Gammie 2002) is based on ZEUS-2D (Stone & Nor-man 1992) with the addition of an expliit sheme for the visosity. ZEUS isan operator-split, �nite-di�erene algorithm on a staggered mesh that uses anarti�ial visosity to apture shoks. This algorithm guarantees that momen-tum and mass are onserved to mahine preision. Total energy is onservedonly to trunation error, so total energy onservation is useful in assessingthe auray of the evolution.Up to now The gas-dynamial analysis of the �ow struture in the lose bi-nary star system has revealed tidal interation between the out-�owing matterfrom donor through the point of libration and the �ow around the aretor.Bisikalo et al. (2001) have shown that even a small variation in mass transferrate of the binary system, ould disturb the equilibrium state of the hot a-retion dis. This may ause the appearane of an area with inreased density,alled "blob". On the other hand, the tidal interation between the inom-ing �ow and irumdis area auses shok wave density formation and the soalled "hot line" in the area.Our reent results on transient proesses were pointed to long-lived pat-terns, whih ome rising by the tidal interation in lose binaries: We have



42 D.Boneva, D.Kononovanalyzed the �ow strutures during the outbursts, whih ould be onsideredas short-lived proesses. Atually, we analyzed how the short-lived outburstshave a�eted the long-lived patterns. We applied gas-dynamial numerialmethod and Maximum entropy method (Boneva et all. 2009, Kononov et all.2008) to reveal the elements of the �ow.

Fig. 1. Hγ tomogram of SS Syg during the outburst, Fig. 1a (up). The analysis showssigni�ant hanges in the �ow's struture and in the form of aretion dis. The numerialsimulations on the dis �ow reveal the existene of patterns, known as periodially stableformations, Fig. 1b (down).We have examined the interating �ows properties by using di�erent fromZEUS numerial shemes and odes (Boneva 2010, Boneva 2009). This studyrevealed that during the transient proesses the long-lived patterns: spiraldensity wave (green) and tik density formation (purple) have been formed(�gure 1b). The �gure seen is made with superposition of two di�erent images,reeived from the alulations.



Numerial odes and transient proesses in white dwarf binaries 431 Employing of the ZEUS odeWe paid a lot of attention to ZEUS in previous setion and here we pointto the basi features. Several features of the ZEUS ode make it partiu-larly well suited for astrophysial �uid dynamis. In its �rst form, the odeis time-expliit, two-dimensional Eulerian hydroode based on the methodof �nite-di�erenes, haraterized by a high degree of simpliity, robustnessand speed. Aording to the shemati �ow hart of the ZEUS-2D ode withhydrodynamial algorithms (Stone and Norman 1992), we ould simplify thisonsequene as follows. As usually, it onsists of problem setup box; souresstep with 3 substeps; transport steps; setting of new grid; interrupted hekerwith data output and graphis; new timestep; �nal data output and graphis.1.1 Abilities and �rst results.Sine we onsider �ow dynami and aretion proesses by marosopi quan-tities, it is most suitable to work with the familiar equations of hydrodynamisfor ompressible �ows: mass onservation, equation of motion, energy onser-vation equation and equation of state. A splitting operator an break thesolution of PDEs into parts and eah part onsists of di�erent term in theequations. This step is alled the "operation split solution proedure" (Stone& Norman1992).Further, the already mentioned, soure and transport steps are turning on.The �rst one is related to the �nite-di�erene approximation solution, whilein the seond step �nite-di�erene approximation is solved to the integralequations. In Zeus 2D, it is possible to assign several di�erent onditions andto apply variables for eah di�erent boundary. They an be applied indepen-dently for every zone of the omputational zone. The kind of boundaries ouldbe listed as: Re�eting boundary onditions; Axis of Symmetry boundary on-ditions; In�ow boundary onditions; Out�ow boundary onditions; Periodiboundary onditions. All they are explained in (Stone & Norman1992).As we use in our study box-shemes to de�ne the boundaries, so we arefree to hange their values. Now, in a similar way as Stone (1999), Johnson& Gammie (2006)) did, we have to de�ne the numerial grid. The most basiproperty of any grid-based numerial algorithm is the representation of the de-pendent variables on the numerial mesh. We have a �nite area (Nx;Ny;Nz),with the orresponding grid in our ase (Nr,Nz). Then, the zones with gridsizes are ∆r and ∆z. Our omputational domain then is ontaining Nr×Nzgrid ells. After applying the above methods and onditions over the systemof equation, we ould reeive the type of solutions, showed at Figure 2 down:The Figure 2 top shows and on�rms the previous result of our studythat after the tidal interation of the streams in the lose binary star system,the parameters (density and veloity) have hanged their values. This ausesagain struture transformation in the �ows, expressed by the appearane oflong-lived vortial like formations and waves. The snapshot is taken in themoment of time lose to the �rst tidal interation of the �ows. The errors inthese images are not eliminated, but they were not eligible enough to hangethe �nal view.



44 D.Boneva, D.KononovZEUS ode is suitable for many astrophysial problems, whih requiremultiple time and length sales. The nonuniform grid and the adaptive meshmethod, involved in the ode, are funtional for studying of the aretiondis dynamis and espeially aretion onto ompat objets. Some of theastrophysial problems are ompliated enough and need to be solved byapplying of more than one numerial ode. We present in the next setion thebasi struture and apabilities of suh ode.

Fig. 2. Calulations with ZEUS 2D, based on the hydrodynamial ompressible �ow's sys-tems. Fig. 2a (up) shows the initial development of wave of vorties. The distribution of thiswave an be seen in the Fig. 2b (down). The grid measure is [25× 25] in r, z omputationalarea.2 Comparison with PLUTO odeThis is a multi-physis, multi-algorithm high resolution ode (Mignone et al.2007). The ode is partiularly suitable for time-dependent, expliit omputa-tions of highly supersoni �ows in presene of strong disontinuities and it anbe employed under di�erent regimes, i.e., lassial, relativisti unmagnetizedand magnetized �ows.



Numerial odes and transient proesses in white dwarf binaries 45The ode has already been suessfully employed in the ontext of stellarand extragalati jets (Bodo et al. 2003; Mignone et al. 2004, 2005), radiativeshoks (Mignone 2005; Massaglia et al. 2005), aretion disks (Bodo et al.2005), magneto-rotational instability, relativisti Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilityand so forth.PLUTO is distributed with four independent physis modules for the ex-pliit numerial integration of the �uid equations under di�erent regimes andonditions. The hydrodynamis (HD), magnetohydrodynamis (MHD), rela-tivisti (RHD), and relativisti MHD (RMHD) modules solve, respetively,the Euler equations of gas dynamis, the ideal/resistive MHD equations theenergy-momentum onservation laws of a speial relativisti perfet gas.We use the paper of (Mignone 2005, Mignone 2007) and summarize themost important harateristis of the ode.PLUTO has a modular struture: the possibility to easily ode and om-bine di�erent algorithms to proess di�erent physis. It o�ers a number offeatures whih an be ombined together. Besides four physial modules (inl.Newtonian/relativisti hydrodynamis with or without magneti �elds), grav-ity, radiative ooling, resistivity, multidimensional geometries, equations ofstate may be inluded where required.This ode an provide the user with a number of numerial shemes andseveral algorithms (Riemann solvers, interpolations, hoie of boundary on-ditions and so on). PLUTO possesses portability in di�erent Unix-based sys-tems. In addition the ode an run in either serial, single-proessor or parallelmahines.Grid adaptivity: the ability to resolve �ow features with di�erent spatialand temporal sales on the same omputational domain. The ode providesone-dimensional AMR (Adaptive Mesh Re�nement) integrator and multidi-mensional extensions. A simple user-interfae based on the Python sript-ing language is available to setup a physial problem in a quik and self-explanatory way.One useful advantage is that PLUTO is entirely written in the C program-ming language and an run on either single proessor or parallel mahines.The hydrodynamis module of the ode allows implementation of �uid dy-namis equations. It has been designed for the solution of nonlinear systems ofonservative partial di�erential equations of paraboli (and hyperboli) type.This feature makes this ode appliable in the study of our astrophysial prob-lems, related to patterns formation in lose binary stars. We are still not fullyfamiliar with PLUTO and applying it to solve the astrophysial problems,related to strutures formation in lose binary aretion dis, is a task for thefuture paper.ConlusionVorties and wave patterns in the diss of lose binary stars undoubtedly ex-ist. Our aim is to examine their strutures and behaviour, origin and life-time.For this reason, on the bases of ZEUS apabilities we present the possible re-sults in the study of interating stars �ow and following proesses. We made
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